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Name : Ladumor Mahendrakumar Laljibhai 

The selection at the university level was held on dated 12 September 2018 at GTU, 

Ahmedabad. The selection was done on the basis of physical fitness, parade and 

interview with the cultural aspect. 

 

After my selection at university level, the state level selection was held at the Gujarat 
Vidhyapith, Ahmedabad on dated 14 September 2018. The volunteers from all over 
the Gujarat were there, who have been selected from their university. 

          Firstly, the weight and height were checked then followed by running as a part 
of physical fitness. Secondly, the parade test was there in a group of 9 members. 
Final step was  the interview with cultural aspect and ended up with the lunch. 



          After some time the result was declared and I have been selected for the Pre 
RD Camp which was held at RTM University, Nagpur. So, we packed our bags and 
leaved for the camp with the other selected volunteers and two contingent leaders by 
train. The camp was held from the dated 25 November 2018 to 4 December 2018. 

          On the first day we reached at 11’o clock and registered our self and got our 
rooms at Nelson Mandela Hostel. Then we had a lunch and some rest. In evening, the 
welcome program was held then we had a dinner and gone for sleep. 

 

 



 



 
The all other days have the same routine. The day started with the fall in time 6 a.m. 
with NSS song, running, exercise, yoga and breakfast. The parade practice till the 
noon and then lunch. After that the seminars by different experts and professors then 
high tea followed by evening parade till 6 p.m. The cultural program was there at 
evening for 2 hours and then dinner. The one hour for group meeting and recreational 
time then lights off at 10 p.m. 

          The last two days were for the selection for the NSS RD Camp started with the 
parade test with the interview session by the selection committee. The final test was 
of the cultural and the camp was ended up with the valedictory function on last day. 
So we packed our bags and leaved to home with the lots of memory. 

After someday the result was declared and I have been selected for NSS RD Camp. 
We were 10 from Gujarat who were selected. We met Shree 
BhupendrasingChudasma the education minister of Gujrat before leaving for Delhi. 
The camp was held from 1 January 2019 to 31 January 2019 at Delhi, so we leaved 
by train a day before camp with the contingent leader.  

 



 
We reached at the International Youth Hostel, Delhi on first day at where the resident 
was provided. We registered ourselves and had lunch. The welcome program was at 
the evening by Shree RajyavardhanSinhRathod the minister of youth affairs and 
sports and camp director followed by dinner with the mini India. We introduced 
ourselves with the other volunteers and day over. 

       The other days have the same routine starting with the PrabhatFeri at early 
freezing morning followed by NSS song, yoga, exercise and breakfast. After that the 
parade practice at  Dayalsing college till noon. Then lunch with different varieties of 
food and expert lecture after that. The evening parade was for 2 hours and then high 
tea. The recreational time before the cultural program of 2 hours. Then dinner at 
night and lights off at 10 p.m. We celebrated the festivals also. The last few days we 
practiced parade at Raj path and the final rehearsal with the proper uniform before 
republic day.  

         Finally the day was came, we got ready with uniform at very early in the 
freezing morning for leaving to the Raj path on republic day. After other contingents 
our turn was there and we walked proudly and enthusiastically on Raj path. The 
walking on Raj path was like dream on that day.      

       That was our privilege that we met our Prime Minister, the President and the 
Vice President after republic day. We also visited to Agra and Delhi. The valedictory 
function was at last day. So finally we said goodby to our friends with sorrow heart. 



We leaved for our home at last day from Delhi with so much of happiness memories 
and glimpse in our mind.  

 



 

 
 



 

 

“NOT ME BUT YOU” 
                                        Reported By: 

                Mahendra Ladumor  


